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ABSTRACT
With explosive growth in the area of the Internet and IT services, various types of digital contents
are generated and circulated, for instance, as converted into digital-typed, secure electronic records or
reports, which have high commercial value, e-tickets and so on. However, because those digital contents
have commercial value, high-level security should be required for delivery between a consumer and a
provider with non face-to-face method in online environment. As a digital contents, an e-ticket is a sort
of electronic certificate to assure ticket-holder’s proprietary rights of a real ticket. This paper focuses
on e-ticket as a typical digital contents which has real commercial value. For secure delivery and use
of digital contents in on/off environment, this paper proposes that 1) how to generate e-tickets in a remote
e-ticket server, 2) how to authenticate a user and a smart card holding e-tickets for delivery in online
environment, 3) how to save an e-ticket transferred through network into a smart card, 4) how to issue
and authenticate e-tickets in offline, and 5) how to collect and discard outdated or used e-tickets.

초 록
개방형 네트워크인 인터넷의 확산과 웹(Web) 기술이 발전함에 따라 다양한 형태의 디지털 콘텐츠가 생성, 응용되고
있다. 이와 같은 디지털 콘텐츠는 디지털 정보 자체가 재화적(財貨的) 가치를 가짐으로 인하여 개방형 네트워크 상에서
소비자와 제공자와의 비대면(Non Face-to-Face) 방식으로 전달하기 위해서는 고도의 보안성이 요구되어진다. 이와
같은 재화적 가치 또는 보안성이 요구되는 콘텐츠로서 내용의 공개가 어려운 전자기록물, 경제적 가치가 높은 보고서,
재화적 가치를 내용에 포함하고 있는 전자티켓 등이 있다. 전자티켓은 디지털 콘텐츠의 일종으로서 전자티켓(Electronic
Ticket)은 티켓 소지자의 소유권을 보장하는 전자적 인증서(Electronic Certificate)이다. 위에서 언급한 디지털 콘텐츠
중에서 본 논문에서는 실질적인 재화적 가치를 포함하고 있는 디지털 콘텐츠로서 전자티켓을 중심으로 인터넷 온-라인
환경에서의 안전한 전자티켓의 생성과 전달 그리고 스마트 카드를 이용한 오프-라인에서의 안전한 사용을 위해 1) 전자티켓
서버에서의 티켓 생성; 2) 온라인 환경에서의 전자티켓의 전달을 위한 사용자 및 카드 인증; 3) 네트워크를 통하여 전달된
전자티켓의 스마트 카드로의 저장; 4) 오프라인에서의 스마트 카드에 저장된 전자티켓의 정당성 인증 및 발권; 5) 사용된
전자티켓의 수집 및 폐기 등을 제안한다.
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1. Introduction

customers.
A ticket agent can sell an e-ticket to a customer

With explosive growth in the area of the Internet

(ticket issuance). The customer can take it to a

and IT services, various types of digital contents

service provider and get the services indicated in

are generated and circulated, for instance, as con-

the e-ticket (ticket consumption). The e-ticket can

verted into digital-typed, secure electronic records

also be transferred between customers (ticket trans-

or reports, which have high commercial value,

fer). When the e-ticket is used up, it will be returned

e-tickets and so on. However, because those digital

to the ticket agent to be voided (ticket collection).

contents have commercial value, high-level se-

It is obvious from <Figure 1> that for the secure

curity should be required for delivery between a

circulation of e-tickets, the e-ticket system should

seller and a buyer with non face-to-face method

be able to provide four cryptographic protocols

in online environment. As a digital contents, an

to accomplish the above four types of transactions,

e-ticket is a sort of electronic certificate to assure

i.e., ticket issuance, ticket consumption, ticket

ticket-holder’s proprietary rights of a real ticket.

transfer, and ticket collection.

Libraries and information centers should consider

The circulation steps can be similar in the area

how to control and manage those contents. Because

of electronic documents which includes admin-

it is possible to generate and duplicate digital goods,

istrative policies, diplomatic agreements and so

perfect protection or management technologies

on. That is, e-documents have a lifecycle such as

such as DRM (Digital Rights Management), access

production, usage, collection, preservation, and so

control, usage control, and contents control are

on. As mentioned above, there are so many security

required for its circulation on open networks.

issues relating digital contents including e-docu-

Especially, some of digitalized information sources

ment, e-ticket, e-journal and so on.

have high economic value or secure documental

There are several useful properties that one might

content which should be securely distributed or

expect from e-tickets. Among others, we will ad-

circulated. Therefore, those contents should be se-

dress four fundamental properties, which are ano-

curely controlled. We propose a protection mecha-

nymity, revocable anonymity, divisibility, and

nism for secure generation and circulation of e-tick-

transferability(Fujimura et. al 1999). Anonymity

ets, which is one of the digital contents mentioned

means that in the course of e-ticket issuance or

above, in online environment.

consumption, the identity of an e-ticket holder

Conceptually, electronic tickets or e-tickets are

should not be traceable by anyone. On the contrary,

the digital counterpart of paper tickets such as mov-

revocable anonymity means that if the e-ticket hold-

ie or airplane tickets. Generally, an e-ticket system

er overspends his e-ticket, then his identity will

consists of ticket agents, service providers, and

be revealed, that is to say, his anonymity should
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be revocable. That an e-ticket is divisible implies

digital cash techniques, because there has been

that it can be used in some specified number of

little work on transferable e-tickets. Chen-Pedersen

times. Finally, a transferable e-ticket can be trans-

(1995) proposed a transferable digital cash by using

ferred to other customers off-line without contact-

dummy blind signatures. Each time a digital cash

ing a central authority such as ticket agents.

is transferred, one dummy blind signature is in-

Indeed, active research on e-tickets has begun

serted into the digital cash. Instead of dummy blind

since Fujimura-Nakajima (1998) proposed a gen-

signatures, Pagnia-Jansen (1997) suggested the use

eral framework of e-tickets in late 1990s. A number

of anonymous public keys. Motivated by the fact

of different e-ticket methods have since been pub-

that group signatures are anonymous, Jeong, Lee

lished in the literature. However, most of them

and Lim(2001) also presented another transferable

are abstract in the description of the technical details

digital cash mechanism based on group signatures.

of e-ticket mechanism or are limited in the provision

Recently, Saxena, Soh and Zantidis (2005) in-

of major e-ticket functions.

troduced a notion of additive NIZK (Non-Interactive

To overcome those problems, Quercia-Hailes
(2005) recently presented a general purpose e-ticket

Zero Knowledge) and used it to propose an off-line
transferable digital cash.

scheme with anonymity, revocable anonymity, and

Among the above methods, we choose Saxena-

divisibility properties. Although their scheme sup-

Soh-Zantidis’ approach for the realization of trans-

ports many good features, one critical drawback

ferability upon Quercia-Hailes’ scheme, because

is that it does not support transferability property.

it is easier to implement and requires less communi-

Therefore, arises a strong demand to extend

cation overhead than any other methods. Therefore,

Quercia-Hailes’ method to include transferability

in this paper, we aim to seamlessly and securely

property.

integrate both Quercia-Hailes and Saxena- Soh-

In order to add transferability into Quercia-

Zantidis’ schemes and propose a new e-ticket

Hailes’ scheme, we examine some of transferable

scheme that provides transferability as well as ano-

<Figure 1> Typical circulation model of e-tickets
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nymity, revocable anonymity, and divisibility.

and Hailes, a customer splits his identity string

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2

into two different parts in such a way that one

describes some preliminaries related to this paper.

part alone does not give any information about

Section 3 gives a detailed explanation to the new

the identity, but the combined use of two parts

e-ticket scheme proposed in this paper. Section

can reveal the identity. The customer prepares a

4 provides the requirement analysis of the proposed

2D array of such pairs. A ticket agent then uses

e-ticket scheme. Lastly, Section 5 concludes this

Chaum’s cut-and-choose protocol (1989) to blindly

paper with a short remark.

signs the 2D array, thereby generating the 2D array
 containing blindly signed identity strings. The

array  is actually embedded into an e-ticket and
plays a crucial role in providing three important

2. Preliminaries

features of Quercia-Hailes’ scheme, namely, anonymity, revocable anonymity and divisibility

2.1 Blind Signature

properties.

A blind signature is a protocol in which a signer
signs a message without seeing the message.

Anonymity: Customer identity information in
the array  is not known to ticket agents or service

Brands’ scheme (1994) is based on Schnorr sig-

providers by virtue of the blind signature property,

nature scheme, whereas Chaum’s scheme (1985)

which means that customer anonymity is always

is based on RSA public-key cryptography. We brief-

preserved.

ly describe Chaum’s blind signature scheme here.

Revocable anonymity: In the case of over-

Assume that Alice wants Bob to sign a message

spending, an overspender can be identified by col-

‘m’ blindly and that Bob has a private key ‘x’,

lecting the parts of the split identity string from

a public key ‘y’, and a public modulus ‘n’. First,

two different service providers and combining them

Alice chooses a random value ‘b’, called a blinding

together. Therefore, the anonymity of dishonest

factor. She blinds ‘m’ by computing    . Bob

customers can be revocable .





signs ‘t’ by computing     mod  . Now Alice

Divisibility: Whenever the customer spends the

unblinds  by computing     mod  mod .

e-ticket with a service provider, one column of

The resulting message,    mod , is the blind

the array $I_{bs}$ is used to verify his identity.

signature by Bob on ‘m’.

So, the number of permissible uses of the e-ticket



is determined by the number of columns in the

2.2 Quercia-Hailes’s Approach
In the e-ticket scheme suggested by Quercia

array  .
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2.3 Saxena-Soh-Zantidis’ Approach

positive integer ‘n’. An AOWF on  is any binary
function   ×→ that is associative and

2.3.1 Additive NIZK Proof System

one-way. The function  is associative if

In an NIZK proof system, a prover convinces

∘  ∘  ∘ ∘  for all   ∈ . The func-

a verifier of the validity of a statement in a non-inter-

tion ∘ is one-way if  is easy to compute but

active way. To retain the zero knowledge property,

hard to invert. Besides, The function ∘ is strongly

most NIZK proof systems require a random refer-

non-invertible if the function  is difficult to invert,

ence string that is shared between the prover and

even if either one of its inputs is given. The function

the verifier. On the contrary, an identity based

∘ is non-commutative if  ≠  . The function

NIZK proof system, in which the identity of the

∘ is called a strong non-commutative AOWF if

prover is included in the statement, does not need

The function ∘ is associative, one-way, strongly

such a common random string, since the proof

non-invertible, and non-commutative.

is verifier-independent.
An additive NIZK proof system, an extension

2.3.3 Digital Cash Protocol

of the identity based NIZK system, enables a veri-

Saxena, Soh, and Zantidis’ transferable digital

fier to build a new identity based NIZK proof from

cash is based on the additive NIZK proof system.

an old proof. This proof building process can pro-

Assume that the first customer  withdraws a

ceed many times, resulting in a long chain of trust

digital coin, which has a secret value that is known

relationships between the participants. For exam-

only to  . To transfer the digital coin to the next

ple, suppose that Alice knows a secret ‘u’. If so,

customer  ,  $ has to prove that he is the legit-

she can create an identity based NIZK proof 

imate owner of the coin. Thus,  generates an

for the statement  = Alice knows the value of

identity based NIZK proof about the coin’s secret

u,” and can send     to Bob. Then Bob verifies

value by using a strong non-commutative AOWF,

the proof and builds a new identity based NIZK

and presents the proof to  . If  wants to transfer

proof  from  for the statement  = “Bob know

this coin to  , then  generates a new NIZK

that the statement  is true.” Now he can keep

proof that he is the current owner of the digital

 secret and send       to the next recipient.

coin, and sends the resulting proof to  . In this
manner, a customer  can transfer the digital coin

2.3.2 Associative One-Way Function
AOWF (Associative One-Way Function) was
first introduced by Sherman and has been used
in digital signatures and key agreement(1997).
Let    be a message space for some

to the next customer    securely.
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3. Proposed Scheme

response and verifies whether the computed check
value is equal to the check value derived from

3.1 Overview

the received identity vector.
Customer identities are blindly embedded into

To understand a complicated system, it is im-

e-tickets in order to identify overspenders.

portant to grasp some underlying ideas of the

Specifically, if a customer overspends an e-ticket

system. So, before we look into the details of the

with more than one service provider, more than

proposed e-ticket scheme, we briefly outline some

one pair of a random binary vector and its response

important aspects of it below.

are reported to the ticket agent. Since it is very

Each customer creates a vector of his identity

likely that any two random binary vectors have

strings similarly as in Quercia-Hailes’ method, and

different binary values in at least one position,

also makes a private key and a matching public

the ticket agent is able to obtain two different re-

key. The customer keeps the private key, but sends

sponses about the overspender’s identity. These

the identity vector and the public key to a ticket

two different responses are actually used to identify

agent. The ticket agent then blindly signs both

the overspender, because the customer identity is

the identity vector and the public key, and returns

split into two parts in a way that one part alone

them to the customer. Using the blindly signed

doest not disclose the identity, but two parts together

identity vector, the customer can obtain e-tickets

can reveal the identity.

from ticket agents or spend e-tickets with some

In preparation for ticket transfer, the first custom-

service providers anonymously.With a pair of the

er  , who purchases an e-ticket, creates a

private key and the blindly signed public key, the

zero-knowledge signature  about the purchased

customer can sign a message in an anonymous

e-ticket by using a strong non-commutative AOWF

way.

function ∘.  also uses the function  to compute

The blindly signed identity vector is verified

 which contains information about the next in-

via a well-known challenge-response protocol. To

tended recipient  .  now sends  ,  to  .

begin with, the customer sends the ticket agent

Based on the received information,  verifies if

the identity vector as a witness. On receiving the

 is a valid owner of the e-ticket and if  himself

identity vector, the ticket agent creates a random

is designated as the new ticket holder. If the e-ticket

binary string as a challenge, and sends it to the

is transferred again from  to  , then  computes

client. According to the random binary string, the

a new zero-knowledge signature  by using the

client computes a response about his identity and

old signature  , and computes  as well.  keeps

returns it to the ticket agent. The ticket agent then

 secret (as an evidence) and sends      to

computes a check value by using the customer’s

 . Similar process can continue as many times
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as the e-ticket transfer happens.
Regarding the internal structure of the e-ticket

3.2 Initial Registration

used in this paper, it consists of several components,

There are three entities in our e-ticket system:

including a certificate signed by a ticket agent,

a ticket agent  , service providers  and custom-

a list of services requested, a value used to check

ers  . In this initial setup, our e-ticket system

if -th spending request is valid, a list of anonymous

produces keys for  and  , and creates keys

public keys, a list of e-ticket holders, and some

and identity vectors for customers  as follows

cryptic values for zero-knowledge proof.

(see <Figure 2>).

Some important symbols and notations used
throughout this paper are defined as follows.
∙     : a ticket agent, -th service pro-

vider, and -th customer, respectively.
∙    : signer ′ private key and public key,

respectively.
∙  : blind signature by signer  on a given

message  .

 creates a private key  and a public key
 . Similarly, each service provider  creates

a private key  and a public key  .




Each customer  divides his identity string into
two parts such as,   ⊕    , where  is
 ′ identity string and  is a random number.

Each part on its own is not meaningful, but when
the two parts are combined together, they reveal

∙     : encryption and decryption

 ′ identity. Each part can be further hidden with

of a given message  by a key  ,

a commitment scheme, e.g., ⊕   , where

respectively.

 is a hash function. These two commitments are

∙  : digital signature over a given mes-

given to a binary hash function  to produce a

sage  by the private key  of signer ,

single value ⊕   .  prepares a vector

that is,      , where ∙ is

 of  such values,    ⊕     .

a hash function.

⊕    Now is the time to start a blind

∙ ∘: strong non-commutative AOWF.

signature procedure. To begin with,  blinds 

∙ ⊕: bitwise XOR operator.

with a blinding function  and sends    to
 . Then  blindly signs    through some

In general, an e-ticket system should provide

interactions with  and returns     to

the four cryptographic protocols for ticket issuance,

 . At last,  unblinds     with an un-

ticket consumption, ticket transfer, and ticket

blinding function  and obtains the blindly signed

collection. Now we will give a detailed description

identity vector          .

of how each of the four protocol works in the
proposed scheme.

 makes a private key  and a public key
 .  gets the blindly signed public key   

via the same procedure as above, and computes
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Customer 

Ticket Agent 

Keys for Ticket Agent:
 
 

: private key
: public key

Identify Vector:



     ⊕        
   ⊕       
   


   

Compute        
        
                 

Keys for Customers
  : private key
  : public key
  : pubic
    
    

Compute       
       
                

<Figure 2> Initial process for setting up some keys and identify vectors
for a ticket agent  and a customer 
a value    ∘  which will be used later in
our e-ticket transfer protocol.  then makes  .

and  is a random number.
Two adjacent elements    and 
are related by       , ∈  .

3.3 E-ticket Issuance
In this stage, the customer  , who is the first
e-ticket holder, interacts with  and purchases

The anchor of the hash chain,  , is computed
by recursively applying the above relationship.
Therefore, the whole hash chain can be completely
constructed with the knowledge of the root.

an e-ticket from  . To provide the e-ticket with

In our scheme, one chain element should be

the divisibility property, we use the notion of hash

revealed each time a customer uses an e-ticket.

chain. A hash chain consists of a series of elements

For example, assume that the current e-ticket holder

   , satisfying the following

reveals $chain_{l}$ at the   use of the e-ticket.

properties:

If he wants to use the e-ticket one more time,

Initially,  , called the root of the hash chain,

then he should be able to reveal the next chain

is set to be  , where  is a hash function

element    . The validity of    is easily
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verified by checking if    applications of 

by encrypting its anchor, called  , with his

to    are equal to the anchor  .

private key  .  also makes a list of services

Note, however, that it is infeasible to compute

that he wants to access, which is denoted as  .

   with the knowledge of  due to the

Now  prepares a message   cos 

nature of the hash function  . Now we describe

               , where

the detailed procedure for e-ticket issuance (see

cos is an e-ticket price,  retains some pay-

<Figure 3>).

ment information, and   denotes the root of
the hash chain.  sends the message to  .

 constructs a hash chain and gets   

Customer 
Verification of

Ticket Agent 
       :

     cos    
  cos   

        








    


Generate a random
binary string 

 

Compute  for 


        
      
 i f   ≠  

Other Verifications:
Verify     
Verify cos
Verify   an d 
Ticket Issue
Generate a ticket ID  
  

     ║  ║  
║║cos║ 
 ∘
 

         
                    
            
           
    



       





  

Store   into smart card

<Figure 3> e-Ticket issue protocol between a ticket agent  and the
first e-ticket holder 
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Remember that the length of the vector   

if  is correctly derived from   within

is . To check the validity of    ,  generates

some specific number of applications of the hash

a random binary string  of length  and sends

function  . After successfully finishing the above

it to  as a challenge.

verification steps,  generates a unique e-ticket

∙For each binary value  in  ∈  , 

yields a pair of values  :

ID  and sends it to  .
In preparation for e-ticket transfer,  produces
the following information:

   ⊕  if   
 ⊕     if   

Using  together with other information, com-

∙ sends the resulting pairs       to 

pute a message digest  about the e-ticket to be
newly issued, that is,   ║║ ║

as the response to  .
∙  now starts to verify the validity of

 ║cos║ , where ║ is a string con-

catenation operator and  is the current time.

   as follows.

∙Using       , compute  and  for all

Generate a random secret signing key  , which
will be known only to  , and derive a public

∈  .

verification key      keeps  secret and sends

         if   
        if   

  to  .

where   and   denote the first and the second
element of  , respectively. If all    are valid,

On receiving  ,  carries out some final
tasks as follows:

then  is supposed to equal ⊕  and  is

Generate a certificate  to bind the ticket

supposed to equal   , irrespective of the value

digest  to its verification key  . Thus,  will

  

of  . Compute a check value   

   .

include information like      .

Let   ⊕    . In terms of  ,

Make an e-ticket owner list called  

   can be represented as       

and put a pair of  ’s identity vector and its signature

        . Now compute another check

into   , so        

 

    . This list will continue to grow as a

          . If   and   are equal,

new owner appears as a result of e-ticket transfer.

then  ’s    is proven to be valid. Otherwise,

Make an anonymous public key list called

terminate the current ticket issuance procedure.

  and initialize it as           .

Subsequently,  verifies whether the blindly

Allocate the storages for two values    and

signed public key    , which is equivalent

     . These two values together with 

to     , is valid by using the received  . 

and   will play an important role during

also checks if cos is as much as the total cost

e-ticket transfer.

  

value from $    , that is,   


of services requested in  . Further, it checks

Finally, create an e-ticket  including the
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following components,  the amount of  ac-

ineness of the signature part     , as

cording to the information in  , and sends

well as the validity of the identity vector   

 to  .

by following the same procedure in steps 2, 3,

      

      
        






Upon receiving  ,  stores it into his



and 4 of the previous e-ticket issuance protocol.
If  passes all the above verifications, then
he will be granted the services specified in the
list  . Finally, in case that overspending

smart card.

may happen,  sends  all the transactional

3.4 E-ticket Consumption

data including

       ,

and

     , where  is the random binary string

Any customer  who presently holds 

at  -level,     is the response to  .

can bring his smart card to a service provider 

Note that $ and     are both generated

and spend  there. Before rendering the serv-

in the course of verifying    in the previous

ices,  should verify if  is genuine and

step.

legitimate. The whole process of e-ticket consumption proceeds as follows.
 sends  the message    ,

3.5 E-ticket Transfer

 is the next non-spent position in the hash chain

In our scheme,  can be transferred many

and  is the corresponding hash chain

times to other customers without contacting 

element.

or central authority. Assume that  has been

Upon receiving the message,  performs three
verification procedures:
Verify whether the certificate  in 
is valid.

transferred among customers     in this
order. Our protocol to transfer  from the
customer  to the next customer    proceeds
as follows (see <figure 4>).

Verify whether  is correct. In other words,
check if  applications of the hash function 
to  is equal to the hash chain anchor stored
in  . Actually, the anchor can be computed

 , the current e-ticket holder, computes two

values  and  :
     ∘    ∘
   ∘    ∘




by decrypting    by the public key  .

where    is read from    ,    is read

Verify the identity of the current e-ticket holder

from   , and  is extracted from  . In case

 .  ’s identity can be found at the end of

of  ,  is computed by    ∘ , where  is

  .

Specifically, if the identity is

the secret signing key generated in step 7 of our

       ,  checks the genu

e-ticket issuance protocol. Conceptually,  signi-
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fies the zero-knowledge signature of  on  ,

if all those elements are valid by using the keys

whereas  holds information that the next intended

in   .

recipient is    .

If all the tests succeed, then    sends his iden-

Now  prepares a message     
        , where      carries the

tity vector      and the anonymous public
key         to  .

values       .  sends the message to    .

Finally,  performs the following.

Upon receiving the message,    executes the ver-

Put the received public key        

ification procedure that consists of the following tests:

into the end of   .

Verify the certificate  , and get  and  from

Sign the received identity vector and appends
the

 .

Verify if each pair     in   is valid

vector-signature

pair

     



     into   .

for all ∈     by using the fact that   

Replace    with  .

is equivalent to    

Add  into the end of      .

Check if  ∘    ∘    ∘  , for all

Now,  and its related resources in  ’s
smart card are transferred to    ’s smart card

∈    

Each element in   has the form of
                 

for all ∈     . Verify

by using a ticket transfer protocol such as TTP
(Ticket Transfer Protocol).

Customer 

Customer   

Computation of NIZK Proof:
       ∘      ∘   
    ∘      ∘   

               

Verifications of Proof:
Verify 
Verify  
Verify  ∘    ∘      ∘  
Verify  ∘     ∘       ∘  
Verify  
                   

Ticket Transfer
Add           into  
Add                      into


 

     
add   into     
  

<Figure 4> A protocol to transfer e-ticket from the customer to the next customer
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these four requirements.

3.6 E-ticket Collection

Anonymity: In the initial registration phase, each

 , when it has reached its maximum limit

customer  acquires a blindly signed identity vec-

(e.g., the maximum number of uses), will be col-

tor    and a blindly signed public key

lected by  . At this point,  can check for

   from a ticket aget  .  uses them to

the misuse of  by examining all the trans-

purchase e-tickets anonymously, spend e-tickets

action data saved in the database.

with service providers anonymously, or transfer

For example, assume that a particular customer

e-tickets to other customers anonymously. In other

 double-uses  with two different service

words, during the above all actions,  ’s identity

providers  and  . According to our e-ticket

cannot be discovered by anyone, even  , due

consumption protocol,  then generates a binary

to the nature of a blind signature. The blind signature

random string  of length  and receives its re-

is anonymous, so all e-ticket related actions are

sponse   

anonymous, which means that the proposed scheme

   

 from  . Likewise,



has two quantities  and           .

is anonymous as well.

The double spending of  can then be de-

Revocable anonymity: In our e-ticket scheme,

tected by the fact that two binary random strings

the identity string  of the customer  is a secret.

 and  are very likely to have different binary

This secret string is carefully divided into two parts

values in at least one position. For instance, if

such that one part alone does not disclose the secret,

     and      have different val-

but the combination of two parts can reveal the

ues at the    position, then

⊕  

secret. This technique is usually called secret

 ⊕  . Therefore,  can com-

splitting. As shown in e-ticket collection phase,

pute  ’s identity by   ⊕   ⊕  ⊕

our scheme can employ this secret splitting techni-

    .

que to detect the overspenders and reveal the identi-

and

 

 

ties of those dishonest customers. However, our
scheme does not provide any mechanisms to figure

4. Requirements Analysis

out the identities of honest customers.
Divisibility: In our scheme, the divisibility func-

As mentioned in Section 1, there are four useful

tion is achieved by virtue of a hash chain. The

requirements for e-tickets, which are anonymity

number of times an e-ticket can be used is de-

(untraceability for honest users), revocable ano-

termined by the length of the hash chain. For exam-

nymity (traceability for overspenders), divisibility,

ple, the hash chain of length $n$ means that the

and transferability. In this section, we analyze the

e-ticket can be used only  times. So, one non-spent

proposed e-ticket scheme from the viewpoint of

chain element of the hash chain is presented to
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a service provider whenever a customer spends

=  ∘ ∘  ∘ ∘  ∘ ∘

his e-ticket with the service provider. The service

=  ∘ ∘ ∘  ∘ ∘  ∘ ∘

provider can easily check the validity of the pre-

=  ∘ ∘ ∘  ∘ ∘

sented chain element by using the anchor of the

=  ∘ ∘

hash chain that is securely stored within the e-ticket.

=  ∘

Transferability: In Equation (1),    ∘ indicates the zero-knowledge signature of the first

Proof of

e-ticket holder  on the purchased e-ticket  .

 ∘     ∘       ∘      ∘    ∘   :

 cannot be computed without the knowledge of

=  ∘   ∘ ∘ 

the secret signing key  and the private key  ,

=  ∘   ∘  ∘ 

both of which are only known to  . The next

=  ∘

e-ticket holder  can add more information to
 by computing    ∘  ∘ in such a way

that  still retains the zero-knowledge. Therefore,

5. Conclusion

each  is an NIZK proof that only  knows
 and information was added  times to  . This

With increasing interests in e-tickets, various

additive property makes $eTicket$ transferable vir-

e-ticket schemes have been developed. However,

tually unlimited number of times. In the e-ticket

most of them are abstract in the description of the

transfer protocol, Step 2-c is necessary to check

technical details of e-ticket mechanismor are limited

that this additive proof is correctly constructed.

in the provision of major e-ticket functions. To

Meanwhile,  in Equation (2) contains information

overcome those drawbacks, Quercia and Hailes re-

on the next intended user of  . Step 2-d of

cently presented an e-ticket protocol that supports

the e-ticket transfer protocol is necessary to check

anonymity, revocable anonymity, and divisibility

that all those  are correctly computed according

properties, but not transferability property.

to the order of e-ticket holders appearing in

Thereforer, in this paper, we extend Quercia-Hailes’

  . The proofs of two equations in Steps

protocol and propose a new e-ticket scheme that

2-c and 2-d are shown below.

provides transferability as well as anonymity, revocable anonymity, and divisibility. Actually we adapt

Proof of

Saxena-Soh-Zantidis’ digital cash scheme to pro-

 ∘  ∘    ∘    ∘ ∘ :

vide the transferability property. The requirement

=

analysis shows that our e-ticket scheme supports

 ∘     ∘     ∘    ∘  

=  ∘   ∘    ∘

the above four e-ticket properties.
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